The authors propose some numerical methods to solve Fredholm integral equations of the second kind on unbounded intervals. The proposed procedure includes projection methods and their discretized versions. Special attention is turned to the conditioning of the linear system corresponding to the ÿnite-dimensional equation.
Introduction
Let us consider the Fredholm integral equation of the second kind where is a real number, k(x; y) and g(x) are known functions, w(x) = e −x 2 is the Hermite weight and f(x) is an unknown function.
If we set . A procedure of this type is frequently used in the case of ÿnite intervals because there are several optimal polynomial approximation processes (see for example [7] ). In the case of unbounded intervals, that we will consider in this paper, the approach described above, in our knowledge, was used rarely since simple and optimal polynomial approximation processes are not available. (Obviously we do not consider the Hermite-Fourier sum, that require more computational e orts.)
In this paper we overcome this gap. First we construct a new interpolating process based on the zeros of Hermite polynomials that, in special subspaces of L 2 √ w , behaves like the best approximation. This result, together with a special property of the functions in L 2 √ w (see Section 2) , allows us to use the procedure described above and to construct a well-conditioned linear system equivalent to Eq. (1.4) (see Propositions 3. 2 and 3.3) . The case of Fredholm equations on real semiaxis is also considered.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some notations and obtain some preliminary results. In Section 3, by using the previous results, we examine our numerical methods. In Section 4 we consider the (0; ∞) case. In Section 5 we present some numerical tests, while Section 6 contains the proofs of the main theorems.
Notations and preliminary results

Spaces of functions
Let w(x)=e −x 2 , x ∈ R, be the classical Hermite weight and denote by
In the sequel we will write f √ w 2 instead of f L
. Denote by C a positive constant which may assume di erent values in di erent formulae. We shall write C = C(a; b; : : :) if C is independent of the parameters a; b; : : : and A ∼ B if there exists a constant M ¿ 0, independent of the parameters of A and B, such that M −1 A 6 B 6 MA. where I rh = (−rc=h; rc=h); t "small" (say t ¡ t 0 ) and
We denote by {p m (w)} the sequence of orthonormal Hermite polynomials with positive leading coe cient and, for each
Further, we recall a weak Jackson estimate
a Stechkin-type inequality
(see [4] ), and deÿne the H older-Zygmund-type space
where
The following equivalence relationship follows from (2.3):
Let us observe that any f ∈ Z s , for s ¿ 1 2 , has its continuous representative. In the sequel we will use the following polynomial inequality [10] (see also [11] )
that holds for an arbitrary polynomial p m of degree not greater than m and for any ¿ 0. Here, the constants A and C depend on and are independent on p m and m.
Truncated functions and interpolation in
In this subsection we show a property of the functions in L 2 √ w . Such property follows from the polynomial inequality (2.5), and it will play a crucial role in the numerical methods we will propose. To this end, if
are the positive zeros of p m (w), set x −i = −x i and deÿne the integer j = j(m) as x j := min 16k6[m=2] {x k : x k ¿ Â √ 2m} where Â ∈ (0; 1) is ÿxed. Then, using a nondecreasing function ∈ C ∞ (R) such that (x) = 1 for x ¿ 1 and (x) = 0 for x 6 0, we introduce the functions j (x) = ((|x| − x j )=(x j+1 − x j )) and f j (x) = (1 − j (x))f(x). By deÿnitions, f j = f in [ − x j ; x j ] and f j (x) = 0 if |x| ¿ x j+1 . Obviously, f j has the same smoothness of f and the following result holds.
where C and A are positive constants independent of M and f.
In fact
from which (2.7) follows. Moreover, if {q m } is a sequence of polynomials s.t.
In order to prove (2.8) it is su cient to observe that
it is su cient to approximate only a ÿnite section of f". This idea appeared ÿrst in [9, 8, 3] . For a continuous function (f ∈ C 0 (R)), let L m (w; f) be the Lagrange polynomial based on the zeros of p m (w; x) and consider
where {l k (x)} are the fundamental Lagrange polynomials.
with 1 6 r ¡ m.
where C and A are independent of m and f, and where 1 6 r ¡ m. Consequently, for any
we have
with C = C(m; f).
Observe that it can be proved that, if in Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 we replace f j by f, relations (2.9) and (2.10) are not true for any f ∈ C 0 (R). In fact, in estimate (2.10) the extra factor m 1=3 also appears.
Approximation of Fredholm operators
and, for any value of m ¿ 1, consider the following "truncated operators"
where, in the case of operatorK * , we assume k y ∈ Z s ; s ¿ 1 2 for any y ∈ R. The following proposition shows that, under suitable conditions on the kernel, K,K andK * have essentially the same behaviour. 
w → P m−1 and the following Lemma holds.
Lemma 2.2. If the kernel k(x; y) satisÿes (2.14) and the operator K satisÿes (2.15) with s ¿
Numerical methods
The results of Section 2 allow us to construct a polynomial approximation (in L 2 √ w ) of the solution of Eq. (1.3), where K is deÿned in (2.11). To this end we recall a general result whose proof is simple (see [7] ) and we will omit it.
, be a compact operator [12] and consider the ÿnite dimensional equation
Then, for m ¿ m 0 , Now we go back to the equation (I − K)f = g, with K deÿned in (2.11). We assume that g ∈ Z s ( √ w) and K satisÿes (2.15). Under these assumptions we solve the ÿnite dimensional equation
is the ith Christo el function and f m is an unknown polynomial of the type
By Theorem 2.1 it follows that
Further, recalling Lemma 2.2, we can use Proposition 3.1 to establish the following result.
, then (3.4) has a unique solution f m for any m su ciently large (say m ¿ m 0 ) and, denoting by f the solution of (1.3), we have
In order to compute the coe cients of polynomial f m , it is su cient to recall the deÿnition of K m and the representation of f m . Therefore,
(3.7)
and the corresponding linear system becomes
If we denote by M j ∈ R 2j×2j , j = j(m), the matrix of system (3.8), then the following Proposition holds. where cond is the condition number in spectral norm.
Consequently, the coe cients a k ; |k| 6 j of f m are the solution of system (3.8) , that is wellconditioned.
We observe that, the entries of the matrix M j require some computational e orts, that can be reduced by using the recurrence relation of Hermite polynomials.
In the case of smooth kernel, for example when k(x; y) satisÿes (2.16) with s su ciently large, we replace Eq. (3.4) by the following: where 
Fredholm equation in the real semiaxis
In this section we consider Fredholm equation of the type
where K is deÿned as follows
In order to use the procedure described before, we have to introduce some notations and some necessary changes. We deÿne L 2 √ w in the usual way, i.e. f ∈ L 2 √ w ⇔ f √ w ∈ L 2 , and we write f L
We denote by {p m (w )} the sequence of orthonormal Laguerre polynomial with positive leading coe cient. For each f ∈ L 2 √ w , we let S m+1 (w ; f) = We recall (see [3] ) the estimates
where, in this case,
and I h = [(2rh) 2 ; c=h 2 ] with c ÿxed. At this point, the Zygmund space Z s = Z s (w ) is deÿned as follows:
with r ¿ 1; r ¿ s ¿ 0 and the norm
Another estimate that we shall need is the following one (see [2] ):
which holds for any polynomial P m (x) of degree m and real ; ; ÿ ¿ − 1; p ¿ 0, with constants C and A independent of m and P m , and depending on . In order to introduce the truncated function we denote by x 1 ¡ · · · ¡ x m the zeros of the Laguerre polynomial p m (w ). Let 0 ¡ Â ¡ 1 a real number; we deÿne the integer j = j(m) as
Using the same function deÿned at the beginning of Section 2, we set
and f j(m) = f j = f − j f. Obviously, f j (x) = f(x) for x 6 x j and f j (x) = 0 for x ¿ x j+1 .
An equivalent of Proposition 2.1 is the following one.
where C and A are independent of M and f.
Given a continuous function f ∈ C 0 (R + ), proceeding as in previous section we deÿne
the Lagrange polynomial based on the zeros of p m (x; w ) associated with the function f j . Also in this case we have the following result, proved in [8] :
and
where C and A are two positive constants independent of m and f.
Similarly we introduce the following truncated operators
We have an analogous of Proposition 2.2. uniformly respect to x and y respectively, thenK,K * and K satisfy (4.13).
We deÿne two sequences of operators {K m } and {K * m } as follows: , then
If the kernel k(x; y) satisÿes (4.14) then
Also Proposition 3.1 holds, mutatis mutandis, and we omit it. The numerical methods we will propose are similar to those of the (−∞; ∞) case. We assume that g ∈ Z s and K satisÿes (4.13), and consider the ÿnite-dimensional equation
i is the ith Christo el function, and f m is an unknown polynomial of the type
Now, by Theorem 4.1 it follows that
Then, by Lemma 4.1, we can use the analogous of Proposition 3.1 to establish the following result:
, then (4.19) has a unique solution f m for any m su ciently large (say m ¿ m 0 ) and, denoted by f the solution of (4.1), we have
In order to compute the coe cients of polynomial f m , we solve the linear system
i g(x i ); i = 1; : : : ; j; (4.22) where
If we denote by M j ∈ R j×j ; j = j(m), the matrix of system (4.22), then the following proposition is true. 
Numerical examples
Example 1. We consider the integral equation
In order to construct the associated linear system of form (3.8), we have to compute the modiÿed moments l (y) deÿned in (3.7). To this end we ÿrst construct a recurrence relation for the Fourier coe cients 
where (x) = erf (x), i.e. the error function. Then, by using recurrence relation deÿned by the orthonormal Hermite polynomials, we havẽ
Now it is simple to prove that
Therefore, we can replace m (y) with˜ m (y).
In Table 1 we write the condition number of the linear system. Then, we evaluate f m (x) w(x) at three di erent points (see Table 2 ). Finally, we represent the function f m (x) w(x) evaluating max error by computing the di erence between f 512 (x) w(x) and f 256 (x) w(x) on some equally spaced points (Fig. 1) . The following examples have the same scheme as the previous example (Tables 3-8 f(y) + 0:5 Example 4.
All computations were performed using MATLAB.
Proofs
In this section we give the proofs of the main results.
Proof of Proposition 2.1.
using (2.5).
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Using a Gaussian rule we have 
is the ordinary modulus of continuity of order k in L 2 (A), we have (see [6] )
In our case we set =
: : : ; [m=2], and we obtain
Moreover,
Recall (see for instance [1] ) that k ∼ w(x k ) x k and x k ∼ 1= √ m for |x k | 6 x j . Using (6.2), and taking the square of (6.1), we have
√ w 2 6 2 inf
Using g = g t we have √ w ; since x k 6 Cm −1=6 (see [1] ). Using the Bernstein inequality [4] , the sum of the two terms is dominated by Cm Moreover, for 0 ¡ h 6 t, by Minkovski's inequality we have 
